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ABSTRACT
Marketers have long understood that consumers' self-concepts influence the products they purchase;
conversely,products purchased influence people's self-concepts. Using the symbolic interactionist perspective of
identity theory, this study empirically tests the proposition thatonline consumers use electronic word of mouth,
and specifically the sharing of online advertising, to construct and express theirself-concepts. The results
suggest that self-brand congruity, entertainment value, and product category involvement increase theself-
expressiveness of online ads, which then increase the likelihood of sharing those ads. These findings have both
theoretical andmanagerial implications.

INTRODUCTION
This studysuggests an additional motivation for sharing messages: toexpress a sense of identity. Marketers have
long understoodthat consumers purchase products not just for their practicalor utilitarian benefits but also for
their symbolic value. Drivinga Porsche, carrying a Coach bag, or using a Macintoshcomputer all express
something about the consumer's own image which in turn motivates the consumer to purchasethem. This study
proposes that a similar phenomenon existsfor electronic word of mouth (eWOM). Consumers should bemore
likely to share advertising that is consistent with theirself-concept or how they see themselves. An online
experimentexamines whether consumers' likelihood to share an online addepends on the extent to which the ad
expresses their own images,and the results suggest that consumers are indeedmore likely to share ads that
express their self-concepts. Inaddition, the extent to which the ad expresses self-conceptsdepends on the
similarity between the brand image and theself-image, the importance of the product category to theconsumer,
and how entertaining the consumer finds the ad.Consumers believe that what they find says something about
whothey are, which affects the likelihood that they share thatentertaining content. Advertisers should consider
the symbolicand self-expressive properties of their online ads and matchthem to targeted consumers' self-
concepts.Internet-based social media and communication networkshave supercharged the power of word of
mouth (WOM).Consumer-to-consumer WOM has long been recognized as apromotional technique with strong
influences on purchasedecisions, primarily because WOM communications seemmore trustworthy and reliable
(e.g., Arndt 1997; Bayus 1999;Dichter 1999; Engle, Kegerreis, and Blackwell 1999; Richins 2004). However,
the speed and global reach of electronic word of mouth (eWOM) communications provide marketers with
ameans to transcend the effectiveness of traditional WOM.When initiating eWOM, consumers can communicate
withmultiple receivers simultaneously through e-mail, microblogging media, instant messaging, or social
networkingsites; they also can transmit advertising messages, such aswebsite links, videos, or games. An
advertiser can distributecontent to select recipients, who then will forward the messageto multiple recipients in
their network (friends, family,coworkers), who in turn forward the content to largermultiples of recipients. Thus,
advertising content can spreadquickly and exponentially from a handful of recipients tomillions of consumers,
prompting the moniker "viral marketing" (Watts and Peretti 2007). Viral replication remainsa hit-or-miss
proposition though; for all of the hype anddiscussion surrounding it, the keys to successful execution remain
unknown (Eccleston and Griseri 2008). For bothpractitioners and academics, identifying the factors thatmotivate
consumers to share online advertisements is important steps in understanding why some ads go viral whileothers
do not.

We instead approach self-enhancement motives forforwarding online advertising messages from a
newperspective. Focusing on ads designed to entertain; we proposethat consumers share ads to express their
sense of identity, aswell as to share the hedonic experience. The clothesconsumers wear, the cars they drive, and
brands they seek outreflect their self-image. We posit that self-image similarlyinfluences the online ads
consumers deem entertainingenough to forward. Using an analysis of motivations related toself-expression, we
propose that consumers use viral ads torepresent their identity to others. Specifically, we describe,model, and
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empirically test a process by which consumersextract self-enhancement from online ads, according to thedegree
to which the ads are congruent with their perceptionsof themselves. Advertising that consumers perceive as able
tocommunicate this self-perception is more likely to beforwarded, such that consumers' self-concepts exert a
stronginfluence on their forwarding behaviors.Self-Enhancement and Consumptionthe concept of the self refers
to a schema that organizes selfreferentmemories and guides the processing andcategorization of self-referent
information (Kihlstrom andCantor 1983; Markus 1977, 1980; Nasby 1985, 1989). The selfis "an abstract
representation of past experience with personaldata" (Rogers, Kuiper, and Kirker 1977, p. 677) that provides
aframework for interpreting incoming data. It captures thetotality of individual thoughts and feelings about
themselves asobjects (Rosenberg 1979). To reinforce a sense of self andexpress self-identities, consumer use
possessions, products,and brands (Belk 1988; Kleine, Kleine, and Allen 1995; Levy1959; McCracken 1986;
Richins 1994a, 1994b), to which theyassign meanings. When consumers perceive these meanings asconsistent
with their self-concepts, they transfer the meaningto their own identity (Levy 1959), using rituals.
McCracken(1986) identifies four consumption rituals for transferringmeaning: possession, exchange, grooming,
and divestment.We focus on possession rituals, through which meaning getstransferred by the display of or
discussion about the object. Atransfer of meaning through a consumption display (i.e.,public consumption of
product or brand) is the focus of mostmarketing research in this area, though McCracken alsoconsiders
discussion an effective means to transfer meaning.

This conceptualization suggests that people need not consumea product or brand to transfer its meaning. Rather,
bydiscussing a product-for our study, sharing electronic brand- or product-related message-consumers may
shiftinherent meanings from the brand or product to their own images.We test this proposition according to the
extent to whichconsumers perceive that sharing eWOM will express theiridentity to others, which then should
be a determinant of theirlikelihood of sharing. Self-enhancement occurs when the consumer "believes thegood
he has purchased is recognized publicly and classified ina manner that supports and matches his self-concept"
(Grubband Grathwohl 1967, p. 25). The construct of selfexpressivenessexpands on this idea; we can
conceptualize acontinuum along which an eWOM message is perceived asable to express the self. For this study,
self-expressiveness isdefined as the extent to which consumers perceive that aneWOM message supports and
enacts their self-concept andwill be recognized publicly as such.Extant literature suggests the symbolic value of
a product canbe transferred through consumption, in the form of private orpublic purchase, display, or use (e.g.,
Belk 1988; Escalas andBettman 2003; Grubb and Grathwohl 1967; Grubb and Hupp1968; McCracken 1986).
However, engaging in eWOM aboutthe product may achieve the same transfer. The symbolic valueof the
product, message, or brand gets enacted througheWOM performance, rather than by purchasing or using
theproduct. When consumers perceive that an eWOM messagepossesses some degree of self-expressiveness,
they should bemotivated to extract this value by sharing the message, toreinforce their identity or construct an
identity closer to theirideal.Prior research into blogger behavior suggests that selfexpressionmotivates bloggers
to post video blogs (Huang et al.2007). Similarly, a study of offline WOM reveals thatconsumers are more
likely to discuss products that are selfrelevantand communicate something about them (Chung andDarke 2006).
Chu (2011) shows that college-age consumersare morelikely to engage in viral activities when they are
moreprone to self-disclosure. Although not directly linked to viralactivities, another study indicates that social
identity affectsconsumers' likelihood to accept advertising (Zeng, Huang, andDou 2009). Building on these
findings, we propose that theself-expressiveness of advertising messages motivatesconsumers to share ads; that
is, when self-expressiveness ishigh, consumers are more likely to share eWOM messages.

RESEARCHMETHOD AND TOOLS
H1: The self-expressiveness of an eWOM message has adirect positive effect on the likelihood that the message
willbe shared with others.For any brand, a consumer considers a complex set ofassociations that reflect the
brand attributes, both productrelated(e.g., size, shape, quality, taste, smell) and nonproductproduct-related (e.g.,
price, packaging, user/usage imagery), aswell as functional, experiential, and symbolic benefits thatconsumers
can derive from those attributes (Keller 1993).With entertainment-focused advertising, product-relatedattributes
and benefits that the customer associates with thebrand are less important than non-product-related
elements,especially symbolic associations. Therefore, we consider selfbrandcongruity, or the match between the
brand's valueexpressiveattributes (i.e., product/user images) and theconsumer's self-concept (Sirgy 1985).
Consumers compare theimagery of a brand to their self-concept; the greater thecongruity, the more positive their
attitudes toward the brand.Self-brand congruity also exerts a powerful effect on attitudesand behaviors. For
example, when it is high, brandrelationship quality and brand loyalty increase (Kressmann etal. 2006), and the
overall connection between the consumerand brand grows stronger (Escalas and Bettman 2005).
Selfbrandcongruity thus may have a dual influence on thelikelihood to share eWOM messages.First, the bond
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between the consumer and the brand likely isstronger when self-brand congruity is higher, and becausebrand
loyalty is stronger, the consumer's attitude toward thebrand will be more positive. Various studies demonstrate
thelink between attitude and behavior (e.g., Ajzen 1991; Ajzenand Fishbein 1980; Fishbein and Ajzen 1975).
Logic andtheory suggest self-brand congruity prompts more positiveattitudes about the brand, and thus, people
should be morelikely to share the brand message.

We thus predict a directrelationship between self-brand congruity and the likelihoodof sharing eWOM
messages:H2a: The level of perceived congruity between the self andthe brand has direct positive effects on the
likelihood thatthe message will be shared.Second, Sirgy's (1985) definition of self-brand congruitymeasures the
match between brand image and self-image, sogreater self-brand congruity increases the self-expressivenessof
the eWOM message. Recent studies support the notion of adual effect. For example, Ahn and Bailenson (2011)
presentevidence that self-referencing ads provide a secondarymediating path between brand associations and
purchaseintentions. Building on this finding, we predict a secondarymediating role for self-expressiveness in the
relationshipbetween self-brand congruity and sharing likelihood:H2b: The level of perceived congruity between
the self andthe brand has direct positive effects on the selfexpressivenessof the message.In brief, the perceived
congruity of a brand with a self-conceptshould have a direct positive effect on the likelihood of sharingan
eWOM message, as well as help increase the selfexpressivenessof the eWOM message, resulting in a
secondaryindirect effect on sharing likelihood.

Entertainment ValueThe entertainment value of a message reflects the extent towhich an online advertisement
provides pleasure, diversion, oramusement to consumers. Similar to self-brand congruity, anonline message's
entertainment value should exert a directinfluence on likelihood to share, as well as an indirectinfluence
mediated by self-enhancement value. The first effectis both intuitive and empirically supported. When
consumersperceive online ads as entertaining, they are more likely toshare the messages with others. Phelps and
colleagues (2004)demonstrate that the most common motivation for passingalong e-mail messages is
entertainment or enjoyment. Dobeleand colleagues (2007) also argue that emotional reactions (e.g.,surprise, joy,
anger, sadness, fear) are fundamental toforwarding behavior. Similarly, Porter and Golan (2006) findthat
titillating messages are likely to be forwarded, and Brown,Bhadury and Pope (2010) uncover similar results for
comedic,violent ads. Such affective responses, ranging from joy andamusement to surprise and fear, all may be
categorized asentertainment; for example, roller coasters, "freak shows," and"tearjerker" movies are all
entertaining, though they provokedifferent emotional responses.

Thus, we predict that onlineadvertisements with higher entertainment value are morelikely to be shared or
forwarded:H3a: The entertainment value of the message has directpositive effects on the likelihood to share the
message.The connection between entertainment value and selfenhancementvalue is less obvious; it requires
consideration ofthe consumer's process of viewing and interpretingcommunications. According to the meaning
approach ofinformation processing (Lannon and Cooper 1983;McCracken 1987; Mick 1988; Mick and Buhl
1992),consumers construct meanings for communications on thebasis of their unique world views. All
advertisements aresubjectively experienced, "amid the consumer's history (past,current, and projected) and
sociocultural milieu" (Mick andBuhl 1992, p. 317). Interpreting any message entails conceptsof "the self, of the
family, of status, of nation, of world"(McCracken 1987, p. 121) Thus, a message's derived meaning,and any
entertainment value the consumer receives from thatmessage, is inexorably intertwined with the consumer's
ownidentity.

Interpretations of and reactions to humor appeals, forexample, are clearly affected by gender, ethnicity,
nationalorigin, personality, and social attitudes (Kelly and Paul 1975)H3b: The entertainment value of the
message has directpositive effects on the self-expressiveness of the message.Product Category InvolvementThe
consumer's level of involvement reflects the perceivedpersonal importance attached to the acquisition,
consumption,and disposition of a good, service, or idea (Celsi and Olson1988). Involvement may be situational,
such as when replacinga product, or enduring, as when a consumer is committed toand concerned about a
product class (Richins and Bloch2006)Consumer A is highly involved in the purchase ofshoes and handbags; B
is highly involved in the purchase ofpower tools and fishing equipment; and C's involvementcenters on comic
books and Star Wars memorabilia. Evenwithout any information about these consumers' ages,genders, or
socioeconomic status, the indication of two highinvolvement conduct categories likely prompts a
strongvisualization of each consumer's identity. Thus, productcategory involvement also should directly affect
the self-enhancementvalue of a message.
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RESEARCH DESIGN AND DATA COLLECTION
We conducted the study among graduate students at alarge renowned university in the Amity University.Student
samples are often criticized, but college students areappropriate for this study for two reasons. First, they
arehighly representative of the at-large population of interest:Internet users likely to engage in eWOM. Second,
studentsamples are comparatively homogeneous, which facilitatestheory extraction and reduces Type II error
compared withmore heterogeneous samples (Calder, Phillips, and Tybout1981).Participants, recruited from
several marketing courses,received extra credit for participation. An online survey thattook 15-20 minutes to
complete collected the data. To ensure anatural setting, participants received a URL that they couldvisit at their
leisure over a two-week period. Therefore,participants could access the survey from their homecomputer,
mobile device, or with whatever method theytypically use to go online.The students were randomly assigned
one of three groups,each of which considered a different branded product and itsonline advertisement. From Ad
Age's list of top viral videosduring the study period, we selected three ads for brands andproducts that were
likely to elicit different levels of productcategory involvement, self-brand congruity, and otherconstructs.
Specifically, we chose: (1) a Lava mobile cell phoneservice ad featuring a "flash mob" dance at GIP Mall, Noida,
(2) Mineral bottled water, with an ad featuring celebrities for brand endorsement and (3) Puma Shoes with an ad
featuring cricketer Virat Kohli, accompanied by music. After reviewing thecorresponding online and offline
brands (Lava mobile, Mineral water, or Puma Shoes), theparticipants completed the self-brand congruity
measure.

Next, the survey asked them about message content (i.e.,entertainment and self-enhancement values).
Finally,participants indicated their likelihood of sharing the viewedmessage with others. To test for possible
confounding effectsof previous familiarity with the ads, respondents indicatedwhether they had seen the ad
before and if they had previouslyshared the ad.Among the 643 responses, we obtained 615 usableobservations.
The sample demographics were as follows:27% Female students and 73%Male students. This across was
divided regionally 56.7% North Indian Male and female Students, 13.7%East Indian students, 13.5% North-East
students, and 4.6%west, with 1% declining to answer. Age target had been millenial generation along with the
generation Z, but the sample generally consistedof graduate students between the ages of 20 and 24 years.Brand
and Description Screen CaptureMineral Water.

Table 1. Scales and Measures
Likelihood to share online WOM (α = .96, AVE = 68.63, CR = .94)

Unlikely-likely .86
Improbable-probable .86
Probably would not-probably would .86
Definitely would not-definitely would .85
Nonexistent-existent .84
Impossible-possible .81
Uncertain-certain .71

Perception about online Entertainment value (α = .96, AVE = 72.80, CR = .93)

This message is entertaining. .89
This message was fun. .88
This message was amusing. .84
I enjoyed this message. .83
This message was pleasant. .83
Self-expressiveness (α = .92, AVE = 76.48, CR = .93)
This message reflects who I consider myself to be. .83
This message reflects who I am. .80
Passing along this message would communicate who I am to other people. .79
This message is consistent with how I want to present myself to others. .77
I can identify with this message. .72
My reaction to this message would tell others something important about me. .68
Product category involvement (α = .91, AVE = 71.20, CR = .92)
In general, (product) is very important to me. .93
In general, (product) matters a lot to me. .92
In general, I have a strong interest in (product). .90
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In general, (product) is very relevant to me. .87
I get bored when other people talk to me about (product). (R) .62
Self-brand congruity (α = .92, AVE = 73.02, CR = .92)
People who use this brand are like me. .90
I am very much like the typical person who uses this brand. .87
The image of this brand's users is consistent with how I see myself. .86
I can identify with people who use this brand. .86

Notes: a = Cronbach's alpha value; AVE = average variance extracted; CR = composite reliability, and (R) =
reversed item.

RESULTS
To establish the reliability and validity of the measurementscales, we adopted the two-step procedure described
byAnderson and Gerbing (2011). We conducted an exploratoryfactor analysis using SPSS Statistics 18.0; the
constructs loadedcleanly on five factors, and the Cronbach's alpha valuesexceeded .90 for each scale. Next, with
a confirmatory factoranalysis (CFA), using AMOS 20.0 software, we examined thecomposite reliability (CR)
and average variance extracted(AVE). For reliability, we noted the item and constructreliability (Peter 2011).
All item loadings were significant (p <.001), and exceeded the recommended .60 parameter value.

Both CR and AVE values were well above the recommendedthresholds of .60 and .50, respectively, indicating
acceptablereliability (Bagozzi and Yi 2011). Furthermore, the CFAindicated an acceptable fit between the
model and the data (χ2= 474, df = 309, root mean square error of approximation= .043, confirmatory fit index
= .979). Toassess discriminant validity, we also compared the square rootof each construct against its
correlations withother constructs (Fornell and Larcker 2013). As we show inTable, the square root of AVE for
each construct (on thediagonal) exceeded all correlations with other constructs.To test the hypotheses, we used
structural equation modeling(SEM), which allows for the simultaneous examination of allpaths, in the SPSS
AMOS 20.0 software. As we show in Table3, the structural model offered satisfactory fit with the data (χ2= 716,
df = 312, p < .001, CFI = .98, goodness-of-fit index[GFI] = .92, adjusted goodness-of-fit index [AGFI]
= .91RMSEA = .05). The relatively large R-square values for selfexpressiveness(.45) and likelihood to share
(.50) indicatedthat their respective antecedents accounted for a substantialportion of the variance in each
construct. As expected, selfexpressivenesshad a significant positive effect on likelihood toshare (standardized
coefficient = .43, p < .001), in support ofH1. We found significant direct and mediated, through
selfenhancementvalue, effects on likelihood to share forinvolvement (direct coefficient = .08; indirect
coefficient = .05;total effect = .12) and entertainment value (direct coefficient =.34; indirect coefficient = .20;
total effect = .53), in support ofH3 and H4. However, the direct relationship between selfbrandcongruity and
likelihood to share was insignificantdirect coefficient = .03, p = .34), so we must reject H2a. Itseffect appears
totally mediated by self-enhancement value(indirect coefficient = .14), in support of H2b.

Table 3 : Summary of Hypotheses Tests
Casual Path Est. S.E P value Result

H1: Likelihood to share and
express self

.42 .06 <.001 Supported

H2a: Likelihood to share and
Brand Conguity

.03 .05 .339 Not Supported

H2b: Brand Conguity and
Self Expressiveness

.34 .04 <.001 Supported

H3a: Likelihood to share and
Online Entertainment Value

.34 .06 <.001 Supported

H3b: Online Entertainment
Value and Self
Expressiveness

.48 .04 <.001 Supported
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To test whether familiarity with the ad affected any of theserelationships, we conducted a multigroup analysis
withAMOS. The sample split divided those who had previouslyseen the ad (n = 114) from those who had not (n
= 501). Wecompared the models for each group using critical ratios, thatis, the differences between the estimate
of each path for thefirst group and the path estimate of the second group, dividedby an estimate of the standard
error of the difference. A criticalratio above 1.96 indicates a significant difference between thetwo path
estimates. Only one path estimate was significant,namely, the relationship between product
categoryinvolvement and likelihood to share (critical ratio = 2.15). Thepath was not significant (p = .404) for
those who had seen thead before, whereas the standardized path estimate for thegroup who had not seen the ad
reached .167 (p < .001). Thus,previous viewership appears to moderate only the relationshipbetween
involvement and likelihood to share.
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